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ABSTRACT
The relationship among gender, injury severity, and pain beliefs
of athletes was investigated. fthaca CoIIege intercollegiate
athletes (N = 79) were surveyed. Injury severity was determined
from each subject's time spent out of participation as recorded
in the Ithaca College training room. Each subject was
administered the Pain Beliefs an"d Perceptions Inventory that was
used to assess the three sub-scales thought to comprise one's
pain belief system. These pain sub-scales include the perception
of the duration of pain, the degree to which one finds pain to be
mysterious, and the amount of self-blame one ascribes to pain.
Three discrete two-way ANOVA tests were used to assess if
differences existed at the .05 level of significance. It was
found that gender does not significantly influence an athlete's
pain beliefs. Perhaps rnale and female athletes, once having
attained a certain status and success level, maintain similar
attributional styles. It appears that athletes, across injury
leve1s, tend to believe that pain is not mysterious, and they
tend to not bLame themselves for an injury and its piin. While
injured and non-injured athletes tend to believe that painrs
duration is relatively short, it seems that non-injured athletes
have a stronger belief in the short duration of pain when
compared to their severely injured counterparts. Therefore,
injured athletes, especially those without prior injury 
,.
experiences, may be overwhelned by any length of pain experienced
and may benefit if the clinician validates their feelings of
enduring pain, reghrdless of their actual time in pain.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTTON
Pain pl.ays a role in the lives of everyone at some time
The actual physical stimulus of pain, however, does not explain
pain in its entirety. Evidence indicates that, in addition to
the amount of bodily damage done, the degree to which pain is
experienced by an individual is determined by oners past pain
experiences and the extent to which one remembers these
experiences (Egan, 1987). Furthermore, one,s cultural background
can influence the amount of pain one experiences. AIso, oners
attention, anxiety, and distraction abilities can determine the
degree to which pain is perceived. It is one,s ability to
comprehend the causes and effects of pain and the meaning that
one ascribes to the pain that determine how the pain is
interpreted and felt (Egan, L987).
A common display of pain is seen in the athletic domain,
exenplified by an injury on the playing field. An athlete has
emotional and cognitive avenues tirat are affected by the pain of
a physical injury that should not be ignored. What an athlete
feels and thinks after acquiring an injury play a role in
determining his/her immediate and future behavior (Ku1und, Lggz).
Post-injury emotions range from anger and rage to fear and
depression (weiss & Troxel, 1986). Yet, the extreme degree to
which some athletes feel these emotions can be prevented if their
cognitive appraisar of the injury can be artered during post-
injury time (Weiss & Troxel, 1996). For instance, when an
1
athlete perceives an injury prognosis as hopeful, anxiety and
Itension decrease, a sensible outlook toward the recovery process
tis acquired, and the healing process seems to start immediately
I(Kulund, L982; Lynch, 1988).
I
I one's cognitive appraisal of pain has been termed one's pain
Ibeliefs, which represents an individualized perception of the
Ipain experience (williams & Thorn, 1989). An individual's
perception of pain encompasses one's beliefs as to the duration
of the pain, the amount of blame one ascribes to oneself for the
pain, and the extent to which one fedls that the cause of one's
pain is a mystery (williams & Thorn, 1989).
If one has a strong belief in a long pain duration, then one
believes that pain endures on a long-term basis. Conversely, if
one has a strong belief in a short pa'in duration, then one
believes that pain lasts a short period of time.
If one ascribes the blane for the pain to oneself, then one
believes that he/she is to blane for the pain. ff one attributes
the blame for the pain to people/things other than oneself, then
one believes that he/she is not to blame for the pain.
If one believes that one's pain is a mystery, then one
believes that the cause for the pain is beyond oners control and
lies in the hands of fate, chance, ot God. This is paralle} to a
person who has an external locus of control orientation in that
he/she believes that the outcome is not contingent upon his/her
actions, and is, therefore, beyond personal control (Watson &
Baumal , 1967,1. On the other hand, if one does not believe that
ine′
S pain is the result of mysterious causes′ then one believ
:[][:leli:eh::Sai°li[:in:lei。[ :]ilint::iSolieil]l::luin :hit
l「1:he a:iules tle_reipinsi:::ity f°
r the conSequenCes of hiS/her
dctions (Watson & Bauinal I L9671 .
The pain beliefs delineatbd above appear to have a
predictive value for different facets of the pain experience
I(Williams & Thorn, 1989). For instance, beliefs in both
$rolonged pain duration and pain as a mystery were associated
iriith a decrease in physical therapy compliance. Apparently,
I
d,no=" who do not understand the pain that results from
I
r:ehabilitation procedures construe treatments as being
I
counterproductive to pain relief (Williams & Thorn, 1989). It is
[.
suggested that an acceptance of the injury along with an
Idnderstanding of why one must go through rehabilitation serve tol'
I
reduce the uncertainties that surround an injury. This provides
I
one with a feeling of internal control over the injury (Lynch,
l-
I
1988; Weiss & Troxel, 1985). Beliefs in pain as a mystery and i;
I
the lengthy endurance bf pain are finked with negative self-
leTh
ti
|Cu
|
Wё
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|
Gender can influence the pain beliefs of an individual due
, the differing roles assigned to genders within an individualrs
.Iture. For instance, it is acceptable for a woman in the
,stern culture to report her slmptoms of pain immediately to a
ctor, while a man is expected to endure the pain longer because
rceptions and a decreased sense of interna■co trol (Wi■■iams &
orn′ ■989).
hen are thOught to be "tougherll than women (Ce■entano′ Line ′
息tewart′ ■990F Die & HO■t′ ■989).  It has been shown that male
よnd fema.e ath■tes differ in their attributiona■ sty■es′ with
ss to ■nternal factors such as
male athletes attr■bute success
aam variables and luck (Klonsky′
lrOI,On′ : Gin:li:′
 
・
861... hiS IaI IiV: in_ nfluenilili ffeCton the pain belief orientations of male and female athletes.
Scope of the Problem
After having sustained an injuryr dD athlete is required to
undergo some type of rehabilitation program in order to
I'$nysically 
recover from it. ohce rehabilitation is successfully
I
completed, the athlete is allowed to return to competition.
IInjured athletes dre not allowed to return to competition until
lttrey are physically returned to pre-injury status, i.e., their
Iinjury must be completely healed.
, Assurning that these returning athletes are physically
capable of performing at pre-injury levels, they are then
lexpected to do so. Some athletes can. Others cannot. Because
Iall are physiologically capable, it would seem that the cause for
lthis discrepancy lies in the psychological realm. It appears
Ithat the longer an athlete is away from conrpetition, as is thel-,
case with a seriously injured athlete, the harder it is to
Irteturn. Perhaps athletes, especially seriously injured athletes,
I
a're in need of some type of psychorogical rehabilitation in
I
??
??
?
可dditiOn to the■r phys■ological rehabilitation ■n order to be
both mentally and physically prepared to return to competitive
lAtntetics. To begin to address this issue, the beliefs that
I
itnieted have about an injury and its pain must be examined.
II Statement of the Problem
I
I ttre purpose of this study was to determine if severely
Iinjured, moderately injured, nildly injured, and non-injured male
Idnd female athtetes differ in their pain beliefs.
l
Theoretical Hvpotheses
i -a was hypothesized that there would be a difference between
Ithe pain beliefs of rnale and female athletes. Specifically, it
I
was hypothesized that female athletes would score higher on the
Iqain as a mystery sub-scale than would male athletes because of
Itheir attributional styIe. Previous research suggests that
Ifemales tend to attribute success to external sources, leading to
1the belief that they will be more externally control-oriented
I
when compared to their male counterparts.
I
I It was also hypothesized that there would be a difference
Ibptween the pain beliefs of both severely and moderately injured
I
"!nt"t"= when compared to both nildry injured and non-injured
lalhIetes. specificarry, it was hypothesized that athretes who
I
Ihhd sustained an injury that required a long-term recovery
It.prognosis would have a pain berief system that resembred an
ekternal locus of control orientation, whereas athletes who had
I
sirstained either a urird injury or no injury wourd have a pain
|..J
rLrier system that resembled an internar rocus of contror
。lientation.  .n addition′ it was hypothёs■zed that athletes who
lunderwent lengthy rehabilitation procedures would have a stronger
I
IlUetief in a lengthy pain duration when compared to athletes who
Ihad either brief or no rehabilitation reguirements.
Assumptions of the StudY
ft was assumed that:
1. Subjects followed the standardized instructions read to
Ittrem and answered the guestions honestly and accurately.
2. The data used to classify each subject's injury status,
"hich was obta■
ned from the lthaca Co■lege tra■n■ng room′
laccurately reflected each athlete's previous and/or current
linjrrry status.
Definition of Terms
The following terms used in this study were stipulatively
Eefined as follows:
II f. Athletes: those students at lthaca CoIIege who
Ibarticipated in intercollegiate athletic iompetition during the
i
■990-9■ Season.
ao  seOerelv iniured8  thOSe athletes who missed ■■ or
t.hore in-season practice days and/or three or more games due tot-
I
,injury, including all athletes who did not finish their season
Idue to injury and those'athletes who had to undergo surgery for
I
5n injury sustained during in-season participation.
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bo  Moderatelv iniured8  thOSe athletes who missed 6-■0
Iwo games due to injury.
:hose athletes who missed ■-5 in―
4""=on practice days and/or one game due to injury.
d.  Non―■n■ured:  those ath■etes who m■ssed fewer than
one.in-season practice day due to injury.
II g. Pain beliefs: ways in which an individual perceivest-frisTtrer experience of pain, operationally defined in this study
I5s measured by the Pain Beliefs and Perceptions Inventory (PBAPI)
I(Williams & Thorn, 1989).
De■imitations of the Studv
■.  Subjects in this study were athletes who participated in
iither lun.°
r varsity or Vars■ty intercollegiate ath■tics at
土thaca co■lege dur■ng the ■990-9■ season.
I
2. Each subject's pain beliefs were assessed by the PBAPI
I(with modified instructions), which was designed to reflect an
Iindividual's perception of Pain.
3. Injury records in the Ithaca College training room were
risea to categorize the athletes into injury levels. The injury1'
*ecords reflect only those injuries sustained by an athlete while
Iparticipating in Ithaca CoIIege intercollegiate athletics.
Limitations of the studv
■.  The results of this Study may be genera■ize  onl to
individua■s who are simi■ar to intercollegiate athletes of lthaca
|CoIIege, Ithaca, New York.
2. The design of this study did not control for the
the subjects participated.
7
8in rei:ti:letiniunt of elapSed time fO・
・ OWing the ath・tiC injury
hen each subject answered the questionnaire was
Ihot controlled for in this studY.
I| +. This study did not control for pain experienced outside
Ibr tn" athletic environnent.
chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
It is important that a professional who is invo■ved with
injured athlete understand the various aspects of the injury
Ithe multiple effects on the athlete (Kulund, 1982). Pain is
Idspect that is experienced as a result of an injury, and its
I
lffects extend weII beyond the physical donain. A review of
IIiterature on pain is discussed in this chapter under the
Ifollowing headings: (a) the total pain experience, (b) pain
r to beliefs′ (d)the cu■tura■
二ro■ over pain′ and (f)the
I
Iinfluence of gender. The chapter concludes with a sunmary.
The Total Pa■n Exper■nce
As■de from thOse rare ■ndiv■dua■s who are born w■th a
congenital insensitivity to pain, everyone has experienced
l
IdensatiOns identified as ・pain00 since chi■dhood.  However′ in
dpite of this supposed commonality of understanding, pain is
Idctually an individualized experience influenced not only by the
I
Iphysiological pain stiurulus, but also by one,s educational,
Icultural, and emotional background (Hannington-Kiff, L9741. For
Iilnstance, it has been observed that educationally advantaged
Iddults report less pain than their educationally deprived
Iiounterparts. This may be due to their desire to appear stoic,
Ior they may actually be coping with pain differently and reducingl'
its effects (Taenzer, Melzack, & Jeans, 1986).
???
?????
? ????
?? ?
Pain in the athletic realm lives a rnultifaceted life. There
IIlro
I
!-s tne physical pain associated with exertion, such as muscle
ISoreness; there is the emotional pain associated with
I
tonpetition, such as depression after the loss of a close gamei
Lna tfrere is the cognitive pain associated with conpetition, such
ths finding fault during analysis of one's performance. Thus,
I[rain can be categorized into three dimensions: the sensory-
li="ririnative, the motivational-affective, and the cognitive-
:va.uative (Kulund′ ■982).
The sensory aspect of pain is the physiologic pain stimulus.
lhe pa1l Stimulus 
■nc■udes the sensory nerve endings that detect
the stimulus as painful, the nerves that transmit this stimulus
Ito the brain, and the neurological tissue in the brain that is
Ifesponsible for decoding this inforrnation and relaying it to
I
consciousness (Hannington-Kiff, L9'74). Thus, if an injury
Ioccurs, ED athlete will most like1y consciously interpret it as a
I
Ipainful stimulus.
Pain tolerance is one's ability t,o cope with pain, and it is
influenced by motivational and cognitive factors (Kulund, L982).
IThe amount of pain felt by an individual is inversely
Iproportion'a1 to the individual's leve1 of pain tolerance. Egan
I(L987), while studying athletes and pain tolerance, found
Ifootball players to have a greater pain tolerance (p < .05) when
Jompar"a to karate and fencing participants.
I Fear, anxiety, depression, and anger can all participate in
I
dne's emotional reaction to pain. Lynch (1988) discovered that
Iinjured athletes go through emotional reactions that are similar
■■
t,o the grieving process one goes through at the loss of a loved
I
I
one. First, ED athlete attempts to deny the injury and/or its
Ideverity. Second, an athlete exhibits anger at being injured,
I
ritrictr can range from rnild to extreme. Thirdr dr athlete slips
Iinto the bargaining stage, dD example of which could be a talk
I
*itn God: rrl'11 run every night after practice if You'Il only
Iiet me play againrt. Fourth, an athlete experiences depression
I
Jntif some acceptance of the injury occurs. one begins to show
Idehavioral signs of the healing process once a degree of
Idcceptance of the injury is realized.
II anxiety is another common emotional response to pain. It
I
tias been found that dental patients who were highly anxious
Iielated this feeling to their prior visit during which they
I
Qxperienced pain (Philips, L987). It appears, then, that the
I
ilemory of pain may increase one's anxiety. AIso, it seems that
an injured athlete's anxiety nay increase due to preconceptions
I
about the injury and its long-term effects (Kulund, 1982). For
Ilnstance, dr injured athlete rnay believe that he/she will never
Ibe able to compete again because of the injury. This increasing
Ianxiety could enhance the athlete's pain response because, during
Irehabilitation, anxiety has been found to be highfy correlated to
ll.ah increase in the athlete's perception of pain (Kulund, L982't.
I How an athlete chooses to think of the injury could be
I
cltegorized as the study of the cognitive area of pain. An
Ii'njury is a stressor placed on the body and, as with any
t-slressor, its consequences begin with the cognitive appraisal of
L2
the stressor (Weiss & Troxel, 1986). When an injury occurs it is
I
Ihppropriate for an athlete to feel frustrated and sad because of
Ithe unfortunate situation. However, there tends to be a negative
lbffect if the situatibn is thought of as hopeless or it is felt
Ithat one's competence in performance wiII not be regained. An
1
!afrf"a"'should be encouraged to see the injury in a clearheaded,
Ibelf-enhancing way, not from a self-destructing stahdpoint. A
Ifrositive viewpoint, if not totally unrealistic, will better aid
Ithe athlete in the rehabilitation and recovery process (Kulund,
I1e82).
Pain Beliefs
One's pain beliefs, which encompass one,s expectations,
attitudes, and beliefs with respect to pain and its treatment,
Idre a crucial, yet underestimated, aspect of the overall
Itreatment process. Knowledge of a patientrs pain beliefs prior
Ito treatment is vital because a person,s pain beliefs pertain
Idirectly to pain management behaviors and overall rehabilitation
I
doafs (Schwartz, DeGood, & Shutty, 1985). In an effort to
I
Jnalyze one,s comprehensive pain belief system, Williams and
IThorn (1989) offered three core pain beliefs: (a) beliefs about
d,he duration of pain, (b) degree of self-blame and pain, and (c)
perception of pain as mysterious.
II In the sports setting, many injuries reguire an athlete to
Iabstain from sport participation ior some amount of time.
I
Ir'njuries can range from minor (liurited participation) to majort-
I(rpotentially out for the season or life) . In a recent study,
■3
ёrOssman and 」amieson (■985)noted that the seriousness of an
Iinjury was a majoL determinant in an athlete's psychological
Iiesponse to'that injury. An athlete's overestimation of the
Iieriousness of the injury was found to be significantly
|COr
|The
riousness of an injury and believe that the injury has major
elated to the athlete's subjective reports of increased pain.
authors suggested that athletes who overestirnate the
|Se
|disruptive effects in their lives may suffer from additional
lAtrective trauma.
II Of the core beliefs, self-blame exists in approximately 258
I
of all injured people (Williams & Thorn, 1989). Self-blarne is a
I
dommon problem found in injury management and is manifested by
l
riegative self-talk. This negative self-ta1k can lead to low
e1f-confidence, depression, rage, guilt, and/or fear. AII Such
eactions interfere with an individual's ability to maintain a
trollable stress level (Weiss & Troxel, 1986). An increase in
|S
|
1to a secondary increase in stress. Increased stress decreases
Iblood flow to the injured body part and causes a concomitant
」ncrease .n muscle tens■on.  This v■c■ous cycle Of events
invariab■y prolongs the recovery process (Lynch′ ■988).
tress can lead to additional panic and fear. This increase in
anic and fear then intensifies the pain perception and can lead
ohet s
|
The third core aspect of a personrs pain belief system is
perception of pain as mysterious. This signifies that a
has a poor understanding of the pain and so it is a
(Williams & Thorn, 1989). Belief in pain as mysteriousli[::ly
■4
lwas found to be associated with srnall amounts of irnprovement in
lpsych。1。gica■ distress after treatment′ a low se■f―esteem
levaluation, and a decrease in physical therapy compliance
(Willians & Thorn, 1989).
Relatincr Behavior to Beliefs
It is predominantly accepted by authorities that various
lindividual beliefs can bb used to predict different behaviors
I
ltr,ou"r, LgB2). For example, if an individual highly values good
I
::]::::r::ed:::liel:i expeCt this person to exhibit behav■
ors
tl to the body.  In suppOrt f this′it has
Ibeen shown that runners who highly value good health exhibit more
Iirositive health behaviors than do their sedentary counterparts
I
,(Wa1sh, 1985) .
I
I It has been suggested (Bresler, L979) that how one views
I
' reality affects how one experiences it. For example, in a study
I
'(Clingrman & Hilliard, 1988) that involved the comparison of
Itriathletes self-perceptions with non-athletes, perceptions of
Itriathletes, it was discovered that non-athletes viewed only the
Itop finishers as successful athletes, while the triathletes
I
'l,riewea all who finished as successful. Sinilarly, if a patient
believes in a treatment, he/she should have a relatively
Idffective recovery experience in that treatment. For instance, a
Igtudy on the analgesic effects of acupuncture in subjects with
ldiffering beliefs toward acupuncture (Norton, Goszer, Strub, &
I
D,Ian, 1984) revealed that one's belief about acupuncture affected
gne's response to acupuncture. In effect, the subjects who had
■5
ligh eXlectati°
ns. ith respect to the pa■n re■iev■ng effects of
lccounts than did those who he■ d
19 with this′in the face of an
Es about health care and recovery
behav■or much more so than the
itient shou■d be recover■ng
lorton′ & Ki■burn′ ■984).  It
10uld fO・
10w that know■edge of a patient′s pai  be■iefs would
lelpく
identify the moテ ffective way to deal with that patient′s
pa■ne
fn the athletic realm, knowledge of an athlete's pain
eliefs should help determine how the athlete will deal with an
njury. ft is possible that the more severe the injury, the less
tivateざthe athlete becomes ■n the face of rehabi■itation.  It
Ihas been stated that the most important step in treatment for
l
patients with a rnajor injury is their willingness to accept that
I
!h" injury will have chronic, Iong-term effects and understand
Ilhe implications this may have in terms of rehabilitation
I(Schwartz eE dI., 1985). Without proper acceptance of the
Ichronic nature of the pain from the injury, focus may shift to
I
rliewing the pain from the injury as a disability, which could
I
:.feaa to increased functional inpairment regardless of the actual
It.qain experienced (Riley, Ahern, & FoIIick, 1988). This type of
Ibehavior, if not changed, can lead the athrete into maladaptive
avoidance behaviors.
■6
The Cultural Connection
As children, the performance criteria used in any
hchievement setting is based on the feedback received from
It. D SetS ■nternal goals that can be
ce statistics.  This ■earned et
be used to compare subsequent
ndent skill judgements (Horn &
laSbr00k′
 ・ 987).  Chttldren tend tO use this same type of criteria
to understand reasons for pa■no  Generally′ children believe that
there iS a direct relationship bёtween the ex er■ence of pa■n and
I
some violation of the rules (Gaffney & Dunne, L987'). Thus,
I
lnifar"r, tend to feel guilty for the pain that they feel. This
I
.guilt can express itself in the child as self-blame, a feeling
I!,hat the pain is punishment for some misbehavior (Gaffney &
;l
dirr,rr" , Lg87) . As children grow, experience, and learn, they add
I{o their initial coping systems. Their coping processes are
Iinfluenced by their predetermined goals for recovery, their
Idesire to receive apprbval from others, and their refined concept
Iof what is the proper emotion and behavior (Cioffi, 1991).
I
I fne activities, beliefs, and behaviors one is exposed to
I
"Hinire being raised in a sociar group, otherwise known as onersI
lurtural background, become an integral part of how one comes to
I
'qiew the world (Moore, t99}p Norton et a1., 1984). Oners
Iiulturar belief system, in turn, can infruence oners perception
I
rJf pain and, thereby, supply contributory factors to oners pain
rierier system.
L7
The influences of the society in which one is extensively
involved can have a profound impact on oners pain beliefs that
ifrn"y 
"ros= ethnic lines. For example, .I{oore (1990) found thatrl-
iI
1fdentists, who experienced similar socialization processes due to
1l
lt;ttheir professional training but had varied ethnic backgrounds,
had similar treatment perceptions. However, their patients, when
divided into their respective ethnic groups, diffeled in their
choices of preferred pain coping mechanisms. These results
support the theory that the social influences to which one is
exposed help mold one's pain belief system.
,, *owever, though many influences cross ethnic lihes, some
llattributes seem to be directly influenced by oners ethnicity.
li
For instahce, Anshel and Sailes (1990), in a study of black and
white athlbtes from similar socioeconomic backgrounds, found that
the black athletes tended to take criticism from the coach more
i;Profoundly than did their white counterparts, even though both
l
i[St""nt agreed that the coach was fair. fn addition, the black
it
llathletes seemed to feel more accountable for the results of the
ii
uteam's outcome than did the white athletes. The same ethnic
irifluences could reasonably be involved in the development of
different pain belief systems that may be found in athletes who
participate on the same team.
one's beliefs about the spiritual realm and/or religion are
,,a major aspect of one,s cultural background. As such, they may
affect one's pain belief system. For instance, one may berieve
I
'that pain is a form of punishment for some rrrong doing. Some
jl
II
+r18
I{religious philosophers teach that one must humbly accept pain to
:lgain the rrgood gracesrr of God. Others believe that the pain
rl|[expbrience must be endured to save mankind as well as to become a
It]ffaithful and humble servant of their deity (Conwi1l, 1986).
rlI Knowledge of an athlete,s cultural background (e.g., social
I
IifSroun, ethnicity, education, spiritual beliefs) , therefore, may
I
tbe irnportant in determining the type of rehabilitation procedures
I
,that would be of optirnal use with an injured athlete. pain
'beliefs constitute one important aspect that can be influenced by
,one's cultural background.
Perceived Control Over Pain
In assessing.pain beliefs, it may be important to assess the
Iocus of control basis from which a person operates.(Wallston,
Wallston, Kaplan, & Maides, L976r. Locus of control is a
variable of one,s personality that helps to dictate how.one
behaves .within oners social system (Wise & Rosenthal, LggZ). A
' belief that pain is mysterious is associated with. negative self-
perceptions along with a decreased sense of internal personal
control over health issues (Williams & Thorn, 1989). This leads
bne to associate a mysterious pain perspective with an external
locus of control perspective, in which one perceives pain to be
,beyond personal contror. A non-mysterious pain perspectiver oD
'the other hand, is associated with an internal locus of control
perspective, in which one believes that the pain experience is
t
contingent on oners actions and is, therefore, under oners
rJ
bontrol.
;t
I
???
? ?
?
?
In a recent stirdy (Weiss & Troxel, L986), seriously injured
athletes showed signs of being overwhelned by the lengthy
rehabilitation prognosis that hras required to reach fuII
recovery, and they felt externally controlled by the injury.
tnese athletes felt that nothing they did was helping them to
ll
,reach full recovery. The athletes, when questioned, made
;I
'lstatements that personified the injury and/or gave it, fate t ot
it
God the responsibility for healing. Such statements exemplify an
'Lxternal locus of control perspective.
In a study by Bowers (L9751, a perceived lack of control
a painful stimulus led to an increase in the anxiety over
tn"t pain. The anxiety generated from this perceived lack of
control magnified the subject,s experience 
"of 
pain. Conversely,
the perception of control over a painful stimulus decreased the
perception of pain. ft has been suggested in other literature
(Skevington, 1990) that internally controlled subjects have been
'hssociated with improved physical and mental health status when
il
'bornpared to externally controlled subjects.
il
il f has also been found that individuals perform best in
I
lituations where the environmentally established locus of control
,l
i-s equivalent to an individual's belief about his/her own locus
pf control (Wallston et dI., Lg76; Watson & Baumal , Lg67). For
.instance, internally controlled subjects, when placed in an
uncontrolled situation, showed more anxiety in an error making
Eask than when in a controlled situation. In contrast,
'externally controlled subjects were more anxious about their
■9
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performance when in a contro■■ed situation (watSOn & Bauma■′
■967).  A■so′ treatments that are designed to match a subject′s
■ocus of contro■ rientation may be more successful than those
that are not (WallStOn et a■.′ ■976).  In addition′ internal■y
controlled subjects were found to be more confident in their own
ability when cOmpared to externally contrOlled subjects (WatsOn &
Bauma■′ 967).
Phys■cal activ■y′ and the be■ief that one ■s a better
person for it′ becomes incorporated into the athlete′s sense of
lself.  Mastery`experiences′ such as finishing a triatha■on′ are
ll:::::::f::a:i :[:al::tti:imi::|:dinilli:ieill。:I::]。ie ieoi:′s
lperfOユニllanCe Capabilities (Dolce′ ■987).  If physica■ actttvity is
にtaken away′ not on■y is the athlete unable to ma■nta■ a sense of
lplySttCal fitness and team involvement′ but a■so the athlete′s
lsense of self may deteriorate (c■ingman & Hi■■iard′ ■988).
One′s abi■ty to cope with pain is thought to be great■y
influenced by the strength of One′ s lf―e ficacy be■ief (Dolce′
■987).  If an individual has an acute injury′ avoidance of using、
that injured body part is a positive adaptive behavioro  However′
the chron■c pan patient may rely On the avo■dance behavュor ■n an
十attempt to contro■ pa■n ■eve■s even after tissue healing haS
aoccurred (Phi■ips′ ■987)。  Avoidance behavior may start in an
attempt to avo■d and cope.w■th the pa■n′ but it may extend over a
lperiod of time to avoidance of other things′ including social
■nteractions. Avo■dance behav■or has been strongly correlated
2■
with a decrease in the patient′s se■f―efficacy be■iefs (Phi■ips′
■987).  ThiS Can lead to a decreased sense of internal control by
the patient and′ hence′ a change in one′s pai  be■ief system.
Bresler (■979)disCusses the different implications pain can
have.  If′for ttnstance′ a bruise was obtained as the result of
an attack on the street′ it would be ■nterpreted different■y than
lif the same painful sensation was obtained from a footba■l gamee
ltthen one becomes involved in athletics′ th re is a known injury
risko  certain sports have higher in]ury risks than others
l(DettaVen & Lintner′ ■986). I An individual may′ conscious■y or
澪
iunconscttous■y′ choose a sport based on・its known injury rate.
:FhiS ChOiCe may be inf■uenced by One′s 10cus of control
l「
r・eni[ti:nol::1°
:h:n[litilill[:::f:i the .ncurrance Of future
lし
ain that is worse than the actual pain sensation (BreSler′
I
|,979)。  OnCe ttn injured ath■ ete has successfu■y completed
lLehabi.itation and is al■owed to return to participation′fear of
‖
lPeing ineffective and/or of repeated trauma may negatively
卜nf・uence performance (Dolce′ ■987).  ThiS Change in the
ath■ete′s seise of self―efficacy′ brought about by the experience
bf pain and injury′ could result in a change i■ a severely
ユnjured athlёte′s system of pain beliefs.
印                     The lnf■uence of Gender
ln the world of ath■etics today′ m ny sports that were
traditiona■■y thOught to be ma■e dom■nated are now see■g a surge
ln the number of women participants.  Media coverage of wOmen′s
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sporting events is beginning to be realized. still, societyrs
guidelines of appropriate role expectations for women are in
;,conflict with the role of the female athlete (Die & HoIt, 1989;
il!'snyder & Kiv1in, 7977) .lt-
Ill Personality characteristics that are generally considered
Irl_.masculine, such as aggression, strength, and doninance, are thbse
it
tl
llsame characteristics that are also generally ascribed to becoming
lt
lh successful athlete (Die & HoIt, 1989) . Athletic participation
ility ro*"rr, in society's view, has, at best, been acceptable within
E linrited range of sports (Snyder & Kivlin, L9771. However, this
I
tr
'lrend may be changing. Barnaba 
.(1983), in a study done in the
,collegiate environment, investigated the attitudes of male and
'female athletes and non-athletes toward female athletes. Results
'fibm this study suggested that traditional masculine behavior is
acceptable. athletic behavior for females. Die and HoIt (1989),
in a more recent study undertaken in the collegiate environment,
investigated views of male and fenale athletes and non-athletes
il-'hnd discovered that all groups were viewed as simirar in their
t
'hisplay of traditionally male characteristics
ll
rt
,i fnough female athletes are apparently becoming more like
tn"ir mare counterparts, differences may stilr exist. similar
'irerformance outconies on identical sporting tasks yield different
Sttrirutionar responses between mares and femares (Kronsky et
nr-., 1985). Ma1es, in general, tend to attribute a win to
'[rersonal characteristics such as hard work and ability, while
IL'females, in general, tend to attribute their success to team
23
variables and luck (Klonsky et aI., 1986). However, when higher
level athJ-etes were tested, such as intercollegiate athletes,
.attributional responses were sirnilar across gender (Klonsky et
I
,taI., 1985).
it
Gender-related attributional styles could carry over into
r;the recovery process. ft has been theorized that if an injureE
rllathlete does not attribute recovery to a sense of hard work and
rt
Ian increase in ability, there will be no increase in self-
:efficacy (Dolce, L987). An increase in self-efficacy may
increase one's sense of personal control and self-confidence,
because it has been shown that subjects with an internal locus of
control have more confidence in themselves as compared to
externally controlled subjects (Watson & Baumal, L967). It has
,.been reported that women exhibit less personal control over pain
it
lltn.r, ,"r, (Tait, DeGood, & Carron, 1982) . However, when men and
ilwomen have equivalent symptom reports, results indicate that they
Itllutilize medical services in a comparable manner (Celentano et
{I
i1.1., 1ee0).
1tI Another gender difference has been found that may also
*rrrrrrr"rrce 
how male and female athletes view pain. when one
dbcides to participate in athletics, there is a known risk of
injury. However, all sports do not have equivalent injury risk
profiles, as is seen in the fact that football has L2 times the
amount of injuries as compared to basketball, the next most
conmon injury sport (DeHaven & Lintner, 1985). Football is also
ra rnErl€-dominated sport. Women athletes may have different pain
'i
il
il
,I
t
t1
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beliefs than male athletes due to the fact that they participate
in sports that have 1ower injury risk profiles. However, this
linarticipation factor is due mainly to society's rules, which do
lnOt al・OW Women to participate in high contact/injury rate
sports, such as football and boxing, not necessarily to the
preference of the female athlete.
For the sports in which men and vromen both participate, pain
llUetief differences may still exist. It is probably not
,lsurprising that each sport has its own set of conmon injuries
iltn.t occur within its playing context (DeHaven & Lintner, 1985) .
lilror instance, runners are generally seen to.have shin splints and
1ti[twistea ankles, while tennis elbow is particularly common to
rt
Ittennis ptayers. Honever, Celentano et aI. (1990), in a study on
I
;ittre experience of headache pain, noted that women may experience
t
,pain in a different way than do their male counterparts, even
ilwhen considered to be undergoing the same painful experience.
Thus, even when suffering from sirnilar injuries, male and female
hthletes may still have differences in their pain beliefs.
, Summarv
Sensory, affective, and cognitive factors make up an
individual's overall pain experience. Understanding this nind-
body connection leads to consideration of all factors in an
attempt to decrease a pain stinulus (Lynch, 1988). An important
factor that needs to be considered in reference to one,s pain
perception is one's pain belief system. One's pain beliefs are
thought to be comprised of three main areas: a perceived tirne
25
dimens■on′ an assessment of se■f―b■ame′and a sense of pa■n as
mysterious (Wi■■iams & Thorn′ ■989).
=     One′s behavior may be predicted by one′s be■ieFs (Lobel′
IL982).  In addition′ one′s beliefs influence one′s behavior and
r
'affect treatmont outcbme (Norton et al.′ ■984′ Roberts et a■.′
1
|■984).  Knowledge of one′s pain be■iefs may′ then′ be important
10t Only in predicting one′s pain behavior′ but a■so in he■ping
to cioose the most effective foェ
=ι
1 0f treatment.
J
Several factors appedr to influence one′s pain belief
system.  One inf■uent al factor is one′s cu■tural background.
spiritual or re■igious be■iefs comprise a ■arge p rt of one′s
′cu■tura■ background (COnwi■■′ ■986).  工n addition′ both the
society in which one is rattsed and one′s ethnic origins become
lipart of one′s cultura■ b ckground (Anshel & sai■es′ ■990, MoOre′
I
|■990)・  Cultura■ diversities have been shown to inf■u nce how an
perience (M00re′ ■99o, Norton et｀
from which one operates ■s a
l to one′s locus of contro■
an externa■ locus of contro■・
lterspective ■s one wlo leaves the respons■bi■ity for the outcome
ltO fate′ chance′ and/or God。  One with an interna1 locus of
贈
l卜Ontrol perspective be■ ieves that he/she has contro■over the
outcome.  An ath■ete′s perceived locus of contro■ is imp r ant
because ■t may iifluence how an athlete responds to a long―te二lll
recovery prognosis (WeiSS & Troxel′ ■986).  In addition′ it s
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related to how an injured individual responds to different types
of rehabilitation techniques (Wallston et aI., L9761 Watson &
,Baumal, L976). One's locus of control orientation may also
influence the type of sport in which one chooses to participate
because of the different injury levels know to exist in different
Sports (DeHaven & Lintner, 1986).
one's gender may also influence one's pain beliefs, although
the literature is contradictory. For instance, males and females
have different attributional styles that may have differing
effects on their pain beliefs (Klonsky et al., 1986). However,
Ithese attributional styles may be equivalent between male and
t
'female athletes who have reached a certain status and success
fleve1 (Klonsky et aI., 1985). AIso, men may experience pain
,differently than tomen (Celentano et aI., 1990), which may result
:in different perceptions of the pain experience. However, when
symptorn reports are equivalent between men and women, both apjiear
to seek nedical help in a similar fashion (Celentano et dI.,
11990).
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This chapter descr■bes the methods and procedures used in
lthiS ■nvestigation.  The chapter ■s div■ded into the fol■ow■ng
lsections:  (a)selection of subjects′ (b)SeleCtiOn of test′ ( )
dヽescription of test′(d)SCOring of data′(e)tre tment oF data′
喀and (f)Summary.
[
・Selection of subiects
Seventy―nine subjects participated in this study (夏 = 79).
The subjects ranged between ■8-22 y ars of age and were ■ocated '
f10m the population of the lthaca College コunior varsity and
vars■ty athletes who participated in ■nterco■■egi  athletics
during the ■99o―■99■ season.
Ath■etёs were ■nfoェニιled of the study e■ther through the■r
coaches (Appendix A)′ thrOugh signs posted in the ath■etic
itra■ning r00m′ 。r through direct contact w■th the experュmenter.
燿
IPnCe informed′ athletes were asked to vOlunteer.  A■■ vo■unteers
ざ
ёre required to re]d and Sign an infoェllled COnsent foェ
=ι
:(Appendix
p)befOre being a1lowed to participate in the study.
R    Prior to test administration′ athletes were divided into
sub―categorieも based on both gender and injury c■assificatiOn
information that was acquired from the current and/or fina■
injury reports for each ath■etic teamo  These injury reports are
compi■ed and cOntinually updated by the lthaca col■ege tra■n■ng
staff and kept on file ■n the tra■n■ng room.  Perm■ss■on to
access this aspect of the■r tra■n■ng fil s was obta■ned from the
27
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athretes via their signature on an informed consent form.
The injury categories consist of the following: non-
injured, hitaty injured, moderdtely injured, and severely
injured. Non-injured were those athletes who missed fewer than
one in-season practice day due to injury. Mirdry injured vrere
those athletes who rnissed 1-5 in-season practice days and/or one
game due to injury. Moderately injured hrere those athletes who
nissed 6-10 in-season practice days and/or two games due to
:l injury. Severely injured were those athletes who missed 11 or
,,more in-season practice days and/or three or more games due to
iliniury. AIso included in this category srere those athletes who
ifaia not finish their season due to injury in addition to those
;lwho had to undergo surgery for an injury sustained during in-
rfilseason participdtion.
Selection of Test
l, tne Pain Beliefs and perceptions rnventory (pBApr),
,developed by wilriams and Thorn (19g9), was chosen to ,".=..r"
"each subject's pain beliefs. This test is one of the few
availabre measures of this variable. rt is comprised of three
independent sub-scares thought to comprise oners overall pain
berief system. These sub-scales are (a) duration of pain, (b)
self-blarne and pain, and (c) pain as a urystery. Low
intercorrelation scores hrere found between each of these three
pain sub-scales suggesting that each represents and assesses a
separate aspect of the subjectrs pain berief system (wirriams &
Thorn, 1989).
29
Description of Test
The PBAPI is a paper-and-pencil survey that contains 16
'statements. Each statement is designed to measure the extent^ of;.-!!-
tl
a subject's belief in the specific pain sub-scale that it
Irepresents. The statements that comprise the PBAPI surpassed
tipredetermined validity criteria both independently and when
irgrouped into the representative pain sub-scales of duration,
limysteryr or self-blarne. In addition, each of these sub-scales
,,was shown to have satisfactory reliability estimates (Willians &
'Thorn, 1989).
, There are nine statements that measure time, three that
measure self-blame, and four that measure mystery. Examples of
each tlpe of statement can be seen in Appendix C. Each statement
.is followed by a 4-point Likert-like scale, which has a range of
pcissible points from -2 to +2, with zero not included in the
scoring range. Subjects were instructed to rank each statement
,,from strongly agree (+2) to strongly disagree (-2) . The strength
of one,s belief in a sub-scale is reflected by oners overall
rrscor€ in that sub-scale. For instance, a higher negative score
rrin the duration of pain sub-scale would indicate a short duration
of pain perception, while a higher positive score would indicate
.a long duration of pain perception. A higher negative score in
the mystery of pain sub-scale would represent a non-mysterious
belief orientation, while a higher positive score in this sub-
scale would represent a nysterious belief orientation. A higher
negative score in the self-blame sub-scale would impty that one
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d6es not b■ame oneself for the pain′ whi■e a higher positive
score would imp■y that one does b■ame oneself for the pa■n.
'Origina■■y′ the PBAPI was designed for use with chronic pain
patients.  ェn this study′ some of the athletes who participated
ds subjects may not have been experiencing pain at the time of
testinge  Hence′ the ■ structions for taking the test were
a■terede  subjects who had sustained an in〕ury ■n the ■99o-9■
season were ■nstructed to remember that pa■n and answer the
queStions wttth respect to that pain.  If subjects were current■y
・
1'
1ざxperiencing pain from an athletic injury′ they w re i st ucted
lto answer the questions with respect to that paino  Non―injured
"subjects′ because they did not sustain an injury during the ■99o―
.9■ season′ were asked to imagine how they wOuld have felt if they
‐had experienced pain from an injury during their ath■etic
participation.
Adm■n■stration of Test
Subjects were scheduled to partttc■pat  a  times that were
deemed conventtent to both the individua■ subject a  the test
出adm■n■strator.  Fifteen m■nu s were scheduled for test
よCOmp■etion′ but more time was avattlable for questions if
fnecessaryo  No more than ■5 subjects completed the questiOnnaire
lht one time.
Subjects were asked to completO the PBAPI.  Standardized
instructions were read that advised the subjects to answer the
questionnaire either from the perspective of their current injury
pain′ from memories of how the pattn affected them whi■e injured′
3■
10r from imagining that they had been injured during season and
predicting their reactions to the pain (see Appendix D).
Comp■eted questionnaires were co■■ected by the test administrator
ilPnCe testing was comp■eted.
r                          Scorinq of Data
Tlle number circled by the subject on the Likert―■ike scale
[that fOl■Owed each question represented the numerical amount that
‖was added to obtain the total score for that sub―sc e.
QueStiOns that requュred a reverse scor■ng for computation were
signiftted by (R)on the SCOring sheete
Eachs´ubject had three scores for the test′ presentative
of the three pattn sub―scales that comprise one′s overall pain
belief system.  Individual subject data were then reorganized
■nto the predeterm■ned sub―sa ple groups as determ■ned by the
subject′s gender and ttnjury status.
Treatment of Data
A two―way ana■ysis of variance (ANOVA)was uSed tO determine
lif significant differences existed among the sub―samp■s for e ch
lof the three pa■n sub―scaleso  Thus′t ree discrete ANOVAs were
lbxecuted.  statistics involved in the ANOVA were performed on the
tApple Statistics with Finesse program (BOlding′ ■984)for the
・duration and self―blame sub―cales.  Due to a system error′ the
wrong error term was used for the mystery sub―sca■e when done On
the Apple prOgram′ which led to faulty significance being
locatedo  Therefore′ th  vAX Statistical Packaqe for the social
Sciences progrdm (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
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1nc。′ ■983)was uSed fOr the mystery sub―sca■e.
The 。05 ■eve■ of significance was determined as to■rab■e.
The Tukey method (HOpkins′ G■ass′ & Hopkins′ ■987)was uSed tO
■dentify where sign■ ficant differences were ■ocated and was
pとrfOrmed by hand.
summarv
I     
」unior varsity and varsttty athletes (N = 79)who
participated in ■nt rco■legiate ath■etics were located from the
計pOpulation of athletes at ttthac, COllege.  The PBAPI was
administered to the subjects in an attempt to measurё  each
subject′s pain belief system.  subjects were divided into sub―
lsca■es based on both their gender and in]ury classification.  An
ANOVA (p く .o5)was uSed to determine the relationship among
gender′ injury status′ and one′s pain belief system for each of
'the three pa■n sub―scales as measured by the PBAPI.
Chapter 4
, RESULTS
The results of the investigation into the pain beliefs of
athretesr ds divided by gender and injury status, are presented
in this chapter. The chapter is divided into the forrowing
sections: (a) description of subjects, (b) duration of pain, (c)
pain as a mystery, and (d) self-blame and pain. The chapter
concludes with a sunmary
Description of Subjects
Subjects in this study were junior varsity and varsity
intercolregiate athretes who participated at rthaca correge
;lduring the 1990-91 season. Arr subject vorunteers meeting the
ircriteria above were erigible for testing. originalry, 95
"aihretes vorunteered. Data were not corrected on 16 of the
lioriginal volunteers because either they did not arrive for
rrtesting at the pre-arranged tine and/or they chose not to
lparticipate after the standardized instructions were read. Data
were collected on the remaining subjects ({ = 79).
of the subjects tested, 33 hrere mare and 46 were femare.
The breakdown for the injury categories is as forrows3 non-
injur6d = 40, mildly injured: L4, moderately injured = 11, and
severery injured = 14. of those subjects placed in injury
categories, no subject tested was permanentry eliminated from
athretic participation. rn fact, onry one femare was currentry
not participating due to injury.
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Duration of Pa■n
The mean and standard dev■ation scores for duration of pain
,′ ヽ、
as reported by ma■ es and females are presented in Tab■■ and 2′
respective■yo  No亀9 that a■■ the means except for severe■y
Jinjured females are negative′ suggesting that most athletes in
this study tend to believe that pain is of short duration.  To
test the hypotheses associated with these data′  2 x 4 ANOVA
}(Gender x Degree of ttnjury)Was performed and the resu■ts ar
presented in Tab■e 3.  Because there was no statistical
Jsignificance found in the test of interactions (二 = 2.■4′ p >
P
.05)′ the results of the tests on each main effёc  (Gender and  .
Injury)cou■d be interpreted directly.
Hvoothesis ■。  There is no signifttcant difference between
嗜ma■es and fema■es ■n the■r perception of the duration of pa■n.
Because no statistica■ly significant difference was found′ 二(■′
7■)= ■。96′ p > 。o5 (see Table 3)′ the hypothesis was accepted。
Hvpothesis 2。  There are no significant differences among
injury categories in the subjects′ perception of the duration
of pa■n.  The finding of a statistica■ly sign■ficant difference′
二(3′ 7■)= 3.82′ p く。o5 (see Table 3)′ required the rejection of
this hypothes■so  ln order to clar■fy the ■ocation of the
statistical■y significant difference′the m an scores of injury
Cate90r■es for the duration of pa■n regard■ess of gender were
calcu■ated′ and a post hoc Tukey test was performed (HOpkins et
al.′ ■987).  The Tukey test`revealed a statistica■■y significant
difference (g = 3.73′ pく .o5)between two of the sub―gr ups Of
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Table 1
,Mean and Standard D
rReported bv Males
Level of Injury ???? SD
Nbn-injured
Mildly Injured
Moderately Injured
Severely Injured
-7.45
-5。67
-3.50
-■■。67
6。20
7。06
6。76
6.8■
20
6
4
3
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Table 2
Mean and Standard Deviation Scores for Duration of Pain as
Reoorted bv Females
Level of Injury ????? ??
Non―injured
Mild■y ln]ured
Moderately lnjured
severe■y lnjured・
-8.■0
-7。75
-■.29
■。36
6.28
4。86
6.63
■■.25
20
8
7
■■
II
ITable 3
ANovA summary for Gender and Iniurv Categories on Duration of
Pain
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llto,rt"" SS      df MSF
Gender
fnjury
Gender x Injury
Within Cells
100.87 1 100.87 L.96
589.68 I r 196.55 3.92'
330.93 3 110.31 2.L4
3,652.95 7L 51.45
'p < .05.
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injury c■assification′ he non―injured subjects were
Lignificant■y different from the severely injured subjects (see
Tab■e 4).  Higher negative mean scores (巫 = -7.77) indiCate that
tthe non_injured subjects have a stronger be■ief in hort pain
nduration when compared tO the severely injured subjects (巫= ―
諄■。43)。  The trend for the means among the injury categoribs
suggests that the less severe the injury′the stronger one′s
be■ief of a short duration of pa■n.
Mvsterv of Pain
Tlie mean and standard deviation scores for the mystery of
pain as reported by males and females are presented in Tab■es 5
and 6′ r~espectively.  Note that the scores tended to rank ■ow in
Jthe mystery category′ as ■s exemplified by the negative means.
To test the hypotheses associated with these data′ a 2 x 4 ANOVA
,,(Gender x Degree of ttnjury)ヽWas performed and the results are
lpresented in Table 7.  Because there was no statistical
lsignificance found in the test of・interaction  (ェ = 0・22′ p >
・。05)′ the results of the tests on each main effect (Gender and
IInjury)could be interpreted directly.
Hvpothesis 3。  There is no significant difference bёtween
ma■es and females ■n th ■r perception of the mystery Of pa■n.
Because no statistically Significant difference was found′ 二(■′
7■)= 2。75′ p > .o5 (see Table 7)′ the hypothesis was accepted.
Hvpothesis 4.  There are no significant differences among
injury categories in the subjects′ perceptions of the mystery of
pain.  Because no statistically significant difference was found′
iF
Tab■e 4                                              ・
Mean Scores of lniury cateqorie豊_重Q=__上he:Dura上上 n Of Pain
Reaard■ess of Gender
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Level of Injury
Non―injured
Mild■y ttn]ured
Moderate■y ln]ured
Severe■y lnjured
-7.77・
-6。86
-2。09
-■.43・
40
■4
■■
■4
'i < .05.
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.Table 5
I'iean and Standard Deviation Scores for Mvstery of Pain as
'Reported bv Males
????Level of Injury SD
Non―injured
Mild■y ln〕ured
Moderate■y lnjured
Severe■y lnjured
-3.00
-3。33
-■。25
-■.33
3.04
■。97
2。99
3。2■
20
6
4
3
;i
Table 6
I-
Mean and Standard Deviation Scores for Mvsterv of Pain
4■
as
|RepOrted bv Females
i
Level of Injury ???? SD
r
燿
Non-injured
Mildly Injured
Moderately Injured
Severely Injured
―■。30
-0.87
-■.00
-0。82
3。85
3.80
4。93
5。25
20
8
7
■■
f
岬
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Tab■e 7
.ANOVA Summarv for Cender and lniury Cateqo二ies on Mystery of Pain
礎Source SS      df        MS       F
it .,Gender 40.60 1 40.50 2.75
llfnjury 10.50 3 3.50 O.24
iieenaer x Injury 9.81 3 3.27 O.22
,,Witnin Cblls L,O4'7.25 7L L4.75
)
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:二(3′ 7■)=.24′p>
書ccepted.
‖
.05 (see Tab1e 7), the hypothesis was
Self-b1ame and Pain
u The mean and standard deviation scores for self-blame and
,.pain as reported by males and females are presented in Tables I
and 9, respectively. Note that the scores tended to rank low in
the self-blame categoryr ds is exemplified by the negative means.
To test the hypotheses associated with these data, d 2 x 4 ANOVA
(Gender x Degree of Injury) was performed and the results are
jBresented in Table 10. Because there was no statistical
lsignificance found in the test of interactions (F = O.23, p )
It
il.O5l, the results of the tests on each main effect (Gender and
"Injury) could be interpreted directly.
. Hypothesis 5. There is no significant difference between
males and females in their perceptions of self-blame and pain.
Because no statistically significant difference $ras found, F(1,
7L) = 0.05, p ) .05 (see Tab1e 10), the hypothesis hras accepted.
u 
, Hvpothesis 5. There are no significant differences among
i-njury categories in the subjects' perceptions of serf-brame and
'pain. Because no statistically significant difference lras found,
F(3, 7L) = 0.87, p ) .05 (see Table 10), the hypothesis was
accepted.
Summary
In the duration of pain sub-scale, no statistically
significant difference was found between males and females. The
means indicate that all groups tended to have strong beli'efs in a
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Tab■e 8
Mean and Standard Deviation Scores for selfrblame and ⊇ain as
RepOrtёd bv Ma■es
Level of tnjury
Non-injured
Mildly Injured
IModerately Injured
Severely Injured
―■.60
-0.50
-2.50
-3.00
3.99
3.45
3。70
5。20
20
6
4
3
nSD
??
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Table 9
iylean and Standard Deviation Scores for Self-blame and Pain as
:
iReported bv'Females
I
Level of Injury SD ????
Non-injured
Mildly Injured
Moderately Injured
Severely Injured
―■。75
-■.■2
-3.29
-■.55
3.08
2。36
3。04
2.2■
20
8
7
■■
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Tab■e ■0
ANOVA Summarv for cender and lniury Cateqories on se■f―b■ame nd
Pa■n
Source
1
1
SS ??
??
? MS
Gender
工njury
cender
Within
x lnjury
Ce■s
0.69
28。74
7。44
780。29
0。69
9。58
2。48
■0。99
0。06
0.87
0.23
■
3
3
7■
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short pain duration. A statistically significant difference was
found among injury groups with respect to their beliefs in the
Iduration of pain. After further statistical anarysis, the
Iocation of this difference was determined to be between the non-
injured and severery injured groups. The higher negative mean
for the non-injured group (M = -7.77 ) indicates a stronger beliefI
l.in a short pain duration when compared to the severery injured
giroup (M = -1.43).
c
' fn'the mystery of pain sub-scaIe, the means for the subjects
were negative, indicating a non-mysterious perception of pain.
No statistically significant differences hrere located in the
mystery sub-sca1e.
rn the serf-brame and pain sub-scale, the means for the
sdriects were negative, j.ndicating that the subjects tended not
to blame themselves for their pain. No statistically significant
differences were found in the serf-brame sub-scale.
. 
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the statistical
resurts presented in chapter 4. The specific areas for
discussionrare the relationship between gender and injury status
in reference to: (a) duration of pain, (b) mystery of pain, and
(c) self-brame and pain. This chapter closes with a summary.
Duration of Pain
The results of this study indicate that the subject athlete"s
believe the duration of pain to be reratively short. However, a
statistically significant difference revealed that non-injured
athletes had a stronger belief in the short duration of pain 'ivhen
cornpared to their severely injured counterparts.
This tendency of the athletes to have beliefs that pain has
a relatively short duration influences the athleters emotional
response to an injury. weiss and Troxel (1986), with simirar
findings, sugltest that athretes, berieving/anticipating a short
pain duration, hdy be overwherned by the rength of the recovery
prognosis. However, once recovery has begun or is successfully
compreted, as in the case with the severely injured athretes in
this study, they may decrease their belief in the shortness of
pain duration. Athletes, particurarly non-injured athretes,
would apparently perceive any rength of recovery, even acuter ds
longer than it rrshouldr be.
There was no staitistically significant difference noted
between male and female athletes with respect to their perception
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of the duration of pain. This finding contributes to a growing
body of literature that suggests that gender does not predict the
amount of time necessary for male and female athletes to recover
from similar injuries. Men and women, in a study on the effects
of gender on headache pain, were found to seek and utilize
riiedical care in a similar fashion once defined as having
I
equivalent syrnptom reports, even though they may experience the
Ipain different,ly (Celentano et dI., 1990).
It was hypothesized that severely injured athletes would
have a more externally based locus of control belief system,
whereas uninjured athletes would be more internally controlled.
IIn factr Do statistical differences were found. It appears that
athretes, regardress of injury status, have a belief in pain that
is relatively non-mysterious. This non-mysterious belief
signifies that athretes may operate from an internar rocus of
control orientation in reference to pain. However, the rnajority
of injured athretes in this study had returned to athretic
competition since their injury, and no athletes in this study
represented athletes who had failed at rehabilitation efforts.
Mastery experiences, which reflect oners performance
capabilities, are a proninent infruence on oners sense of serf-
efficaiy (Do1ce, 1-987'). rnjured athretes may view their return
to competition as indicative of their mastery of pain. By
increasing their sense of self-efficacy, these athletes nay
reinforce an internal locus of control perspective. Once
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returning from an injury, it appears that their locus of control
perspective is similar to that of uninjured athletes.
While it was hypothesized, based on cultural gender role
expectatibns, that there wourd be a gender difference on the.'pain
as a mystery sub-scale, this was not supported. Because the
means tended toward the negative end of.the rnystery scale, it
appears that neither male nor female athletes believe pain to be
mysterious. Klonsky et al. (1985) theorized that intercollegiate
Athletes, regardless of gender, are viewed as having obtained
sinilar levels of success in their respective. sports and as
having achieved relatively egual status. This can override the
cultural expectations and equalize their attributional responses
to the roles of l-uck and ability in performance. By this theory,
competitive intercollegiate athletes, regardless of gender, tend
to attribute their performance outcomes to internal factors,
hence, they operate fron an internal locus of control
orientation. The results presented here support this theory.
One's perceived locus of control affects how an individual
responds to a long-term recovery prognosis (Weiss & Troxel,
1986). The results from this study indicate that male and female
athletes operate from a similar internal locus of control basis
and, thus, wourd have similar responses to injuries of simirar
recovery lengths. This relationship of locus of control to
duration of recovery is also supported by the findings presented
under the previous heading in which male and female athletes
reported similar perceptions'as to the duration of pain.
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Self-blame and Pain
It was hypothesized that there would be no significant
differences among athletes in their perception of self-blame and
pain. Resurts of this study support this hypothesis in that no
significant differences hlere found either among athletes with
different injury levers or between genders. The negative mean
scores in this sub-scale suggest that athletes, in spite of their
'tendency toward an internal locus of control orientation, do not
blame themselves for the pain from an injury.
It is well known that those who participate in athletics are
expostng themselves to the risk of injury (DeHaven & Lintner,
1986). Because of this known risk, athletes may view an injury
as part of the consequences of participation and not blame
themserves for it. From the results of this study, it appears
that athletes do not incorporate a sense of serf-bIame to the
pain from an athletic injury.
Summary
A statistically significdnt difference hras located in the
duration of pain strb-scare between severery injured and non-
injured athletes while there hras no statistically significant
difference between male and female athletes, perceptions of
pain's duration. The uninjured athletes reported higher negative
scores in this category when compared to the severery injured
athretes. This implies that, regardress of gender, non-injured
athretes have stronger berief in a short pain duration, and
perhaps ress tirne to recovery fron pain, when compared to
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severely injured athletes.
Athletes across gender and injury status do not appear to
differ in their views of the mysteriousness of pain. rt wourd
follow that athletes have sinilar perceptions as to their locus
of control orientation. The negative means in this sub-scare
indicate a non-mysterious pain perception and, thus, a more
internal locus of control orientation. Perhaps injured athletes,
either on the road to recovery or once they have successfurry
returned to athletic competition, view their successes as their
mastery over pain and thereby nraintain their internal locus of
contror orientation. rn addition, the similar attributional
styles of male and female intercollegiate athletes to the roles
of hard work and ability nay contribute to their sinilar internal
locus of control orientations.
No significant differences hrere found in the self-blame and
pain sub-scale. As is suggestea !V the negative trend of means
in this sub-scale, athletes tend to not blane themselves in the
event of an injury. In spite of their internal locus of control
orientation, male and female athletes, with or without prior
injuries, appear to view the event of an injury during athretic
participation as an accident that is without serf-imposed and
individualized blarne.
Chapter 6
ST,II{II{ARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter gives an overview of the study. The chapter is
divided into three sections. First, there is a brief summary of
the study. Next, some conclusions are drawn with respect to the
results' obtained from this study. Finally, some reconmendations
for further research are suggested.
Sumrnary
Intercollegiate athletes from the fthaca CoIIege population
were surveyed in order to assess their pain beliefs. The PBAPI
(Williarns & Thorn, L989), with rnodified instructions, was chosen
as the tool to assess their pain beliefs. It divides one's pain
beliefs into three pain sub-scales: the duration of pain, pain
as a mystery, and self-bIame and pain. Each sub-scale represents
a different aspect of one's pain belief system.
The athletes hrere placed into sub-sample gtoups based on
their gender and injury status. Injury status was determined
from the fthaca College training room records for the 1990-91
season. Results indicated that athletes do not differ in their
pAin beliefs across all three pain sub-scales in terms of gender.
No significant differences were located among injury cat6gories
on the mystery and self-blame sub-sca1es. However, a significant
difference was found between severely injured and non-injured
athletes as to the strength of th€ir belief in the duration of
pain I
While all athletes in this study tend to believe that pain
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has a relatively short duration, the non-injured athletes appear
to have a stronger belief in the short duration of pain when
compared to their severely injured counterparts, beliefs. This
may indicate that athletes, particularly uninjured athletes,
would perceive any recovery prognosis to be longer than
necessary, because they feef that pain should last a relatively
short time.
It appears that the subject athletes have a non-mysterious
.pain persp'ective, regardress of their injury status or .gender,
from the negative means found in this sub-scare. This is
analogous to an internal locus of control perspective in which
one believes that he/she has personal control over the outcome of
an event. Perhaps injured athletes reinforce their sense of
self-efficacy once recovery has begun by perceiving their
recovery as a mastery experience over the injury, which could
increase their perception of internal control. The sinilar locus
of control orientations found between male and female athletes
nay have resurted fron their having attained sinirar status
levels in their colregiate environment, which courd equarize
their attribution styles.
Athletes do not differ in their sense of self-blame and
pain. From their negativery based means on this sub-scale, it
seems that athletes do not blane themselves for the pain incurred
fron an injury, in spite of their internal locus of control
orientation.
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Conclusions
As classified by injury status, athletes seem only to differ
in their beliefs of the duration of pain. whire arr athretes
tended to berieve pain,s duration to be rerativery short, non-
injured athletes held stronger beliefs in short pain duration.
than did their severely injured counterparts. This finding seems
Ito support weiss and Troxel,s (1986) theory that athletes are
overwhermed by the recovery prognosis from a severe injury. rt
wourd appear that the athletes are overwhelmed because they
expect pain's duration to be short, so that any length of pain is
perceived as lasting too long, and any recovery prognosis is
unexpected and overwhelming. Therefore, it may be beneficial to
athletes if clinicians varidate their belief that the pain is
lasting a long tine, regardress of the actuar length of the pain.
After- a1r, it is the patient,s, not the therdpists, berief in the
treatment that affects the patientrs response to the treatment
(Roberts et aI., 1984).
No other statistically significant differences hrere found
among athretes as organized by injury severity. rn this study,
injured and non-injured athletes may operate from sinilar
internar rocus of control orientations because alr injured
athletes had either begun a productive rehabilitation program or
had successfully returned to athletic conpetition. Therefore,
they nay have experienced similar mastery experiences that
allowed all subject athletes to operate from sinilar internal
locus of control beliefs.
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No statistically significant differences were found between
mare and femare athretes. rt is theorized (Klonsky et al., 1996)
that male and female athletes of similar success levels have
sirnilar attributionar styles. rt may be that these simirar
attributional styles contribute to the lack of differences found
between the male and female athletes of this study.
Deterrirination of one's pain beliefs can have important
considerations in the clinical perspective. Because diffbrent
types of beliefs can predict different types of behavior (Lobel,
Lg82l, perhaps prior knowredge of an athreters p"ir berief system
can predict how that athlete wirr respond to the recovery
prognosis. This may allow ctinicians to be better prepared for
the athleters response.
Recommendations
This investigation was a pioneer study in the area of pain
beliefs and athletes. As such, it has raised more questions than
it answers. Further research into the realm of pain beliefs can
be suggested.
It would be beneficial to test the pain beliefs of athletes
in different sporting events. Does each sportrs injury risk
factor affect the pain beriefs of those invorved in that, sport?
Do athletes in the same sporting event have similar pain belief
profiles? Are athletes drawn to a specifi-c sport based on their
pain beliefs? Do athletes, once injured, have different serf-
brame attributionar styles based on the type of sport in which
they participate? Do athletes who participate in contact sports
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differ in their pain beliefs from athletes who participate in
non-contact sports? Do participants in team sports have
different pain beliefs than those involved in individual sports?
}t" individual sport athletes more likely to blame themselves for
dn injury than team sport athletes?
In this study, it was discovered that intercollegiate
athletes, in general, have sirnilar pain beliefs with respect to
ithe mystery of pain and self-blame and pain. Do athletes differ
in their pain beliefs from non-athletes? Does a person choose to
participate in sporting events because of his/her pain belief
style? Do athletes, because of the known injury risk factor
involved in competitive athletics, view pain from a less
mysterious perspective than do non-athletes? Are non-athletes
more fifefy to blame themselves for their pain than athletes? Do
athletes and non-athletes have similar beliefs in how long they
berieve their pain should rast? Are athretes, once injured, more
Iike1y to benefit frorn a chronic pain perspective than non-
athletes?
Does one's curturar background infruence oners pain beriefs?
poes the socialization process one undergoes while involved in
the athletic realm influence oners pain heliefs? Can this
socihlization process override one,s culturar background? Does
one's socioeconomic position infruence oners pain beriefs? can
the athletic domain override an individualrs initial pain belief
system?
Does the pain from an injury affect oners pain beliefs?
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Dotss the pain from an dthretic injury (sornething. in which one
chooses to participate) have a different iurpact on oners pain
beriefs than would the pain frorn a car accident (sonething in
which one does not choose to participate)? Does an athlete
change his/her pain beliefs after sustaining an injury? Does an
athlete's pain belief system return to pre-injury status after
successful completion of rehabilitation? Do oners pain beliefs
influence how one. perceives the return to athletic competition
after sustaining an injury? can oners pain beriefs be artered
during rehabilitation to facilitate a successful return to
athletic conpetition? If so, how?
The only thing that seems crear from the resurts of this
study is that there is much reft to be rearned regarding pain
beriefs and athletes. As yet a rerativery unexprored area of
athletics, this psychological connection between an athlete and
his/her injury provides one with a murtitude of directions in
which to begin exploring.
Appendix A
LETTER TO THE COACH ABOTJIT THE STUDY
Dear Coach,
'r J am a jraduate student in the School of Health Science and
Human Performance, and I would like permission to recruit
athletes from your team to participate in a research study. The
general purpose of the study is to assess the pain beliefs of
both injured and non-injured athletes and to determine if there
is a difference between these athletes.
To be participants in this study, subjects wiII be required
to fill out a questionnaire concerning their pain beliefs. The
questions address the duration of one,s pain, the amount of blame
one attributes to oneself as the result of pain, and the degree
to which one feels that one's pain is a rnystery.
Before participation in this study will be allowed,
volirnteer athlet-es will have to read and sign an informed consent
form. This wiII a1low the experimenter to view the final injury
reports as compiled by the lthaca College athletic trainers for
proper injury classification of collected data. In addition, it
qill allow the experimenter to determine the athleters d9e,
jender, sport, extent of in-season injuries, if dDy, and futtire
contact information.
The athletes wiII not be subjected to any type of
psychological risks that would make then feel uncomfortable or
embarrassed. Subjects will be assured that their individual data
will remain confidentiar. only grouped data will be used for
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data analysis and in the presentation of the results.
Participation in this study is purely by voluntary consent.
No attempt will be made to pressure the athlete into
participation
ft would be greatly appreciated if you would inform your
athletes of this study. Some informed consent forms have been
provided so that your athletes may volunteer for this study.
Completed consent forms can be returned either to Dr. Eskridge or
myself no later than Friday, April 19. If more forms are needed,
please contact me.
If you have any questions, please contact me at 256-4032, or
Dr. Eskridge at 274-3411. Thank you for your time and energy.
Sincerely,
Chris O'Connor
Appendix B
TNFORMED CONSENT FORM
1. The study
a. Purpose: This study will compare and contrast the pain
beliefs held by injured and non-injured varsity and junior
varsity athietes at Ithaca Cotlege.
b. Methods: You will be given a questionnaire that
isseSses your personal beliefs concerning pain. fn order to
properly answer the questions on the questionnaire, you must be
able to think about pain that you have experienced.
It will take you fewer than 5 minutes to complete the
questionnaire. The experimenter will be on hand to answer any
questions you may have.
c. Benefits of participation: You will be involved in
enhancing information currently available in the area of sports
psychology. Therefore, not only could you help yourself to
understand the implications of pain in sports, but you may help
others to better understand it. You may receive your personal
results in addition to a copy of the final results of this study
once it is completed.
2。  Are there anv r■sks assoc■ated w■th this studv?
There will be no attempt to deceive or pressure you in the
questions. AIso, this study does not require any physical
activities that may cause you pain. rf, dt any time or for any
reason, You decide to leave without cornpleting the questionnaire,
you may do so.
6■
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3。  For more ■nformation.
If you wou■d ■ike more information
resu■ts′ contact Chris o′connor at (607)
at (607)274-34■■.
abou  this study or its
25 -4032 or Dr. Eskridge
4. Withdrawal fron this studv.
As was stated earlier, remember that
ftterminate your participation in this study
lthe completion of this study, please feel
questions will be asked of you in terms of
end your participation in this study.
if you decide to
at any time prior to
free to do so. No
why you have chosen to
5. Confidentiality.
At no point during this study will your name be associated
with the collected data. The only form of identification on the
questionnaires will be a personalized identification number that
will allow the experimenter to identify your injury'category and
to contact you if you decide that you would like your personal
results frorn the questionnaire. OnIy grouped data will be used
in this study once it is completed.
6. Consent.
In participating in this study, I give the experimenter
permission to view my injury status as is on record in the
current and/or final injury report found in the training"room. I
understand that the experimenter has the aliprovat of Dr. Kent
Scriber to view these injury reports and that the experimenter
will not have access to rny individual medical file in the
training room.
E I have
participate
years old.
read the above,
in this study.
understand its
I acknowledge
contents,
that I am
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and agree to
at ■east ■8
Printed Name Ithaca College Sport
Signature Age
Date Phone Number
Appendix C
SAMPLE OUESTIONS FROM THE PATN BELIEFS
AND PERCEPTTONS INVENTORY
t
lDuration of Pain
3. There are times when I am pain-free.
6. I am continuously in pain.
9. My pain is a temporary problem in my life.
15. Someday I'11 be 1008 pain-free again.
Pain as a Mysterv
1. No one,s been able to tell me exactly why I'm in pain.
4. My pain is confusing to me.
L4. I can't figure out why f'm in pain.
Self-blhme and Pain
7. If f am in pain, it is ury own fault.
11. I am the cause of my pain
13. f blame myself if I am in pain.
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Appendix D
STANDARDIZED INSTRUCTTONS
You are going to fill out a 16-question survey that asks you
ebout your pain beliefs. These questions were designed to assessI'
Ihow you feel about pain.
it In order to properly answer these questions, you must be
able to think about pain. You may have to focus on the pain you
feel right now from an athletic injury. You may have to remember
the pain you felt from a prior injury. If you have never
suffered from an injury, you rnay have to imagine how you would
feel if you hrere in pain.
Please take a noment to look at the three different
categories listed at the top of the questionnaire (pause for a
moment) .
" If you are in pain right now from an injury you got while
pfaying your Ithaca College sport, think about that pain while
you ans$rer the questions. If you fit this category, place an ryr
on the line next to the first statement.
If you are not in pain, but you rere injured during this
pest season, think 6ack over that season. Try and remember the
worst pain you felt.
Think about your practices.
Think about the games you played in.
Think about your time in rehabilitation.
Remember this pain whire you answer the questions. rf you
fit this category, place an rrvrr on the line next to the second
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statement.
rf you were not injured whire playing your sport this past
season, try and imagine how you would have fert if you had been
injured
How wourd you have felt if the pain from an injury made you
miss a few practices?
How would you have felt if you had to miss a game because
you were injured and in pain?
rmagine this pain whire you answer the questions. rf you
fit this category, prace an ,vrr cin the line next to the third
statement.
Please try and Ln=wer the questions as honestly and
accurately as you can. There are no right or wrong answers. No
one erse wirl be abre to find out how you, as an individual,
answered the questions.
rf you like, you may end your participation in this study at
any time.
Are there any questions? (time for questions/answers)
If you have any questions after finishing the questionnaire,
f will be glad to answer them at that time.
You may begin.
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